LEIDEN & DELFT
Destination Report

Leiden and Delft might not be the most widely known destinations in The Netherlands, but they’ve
been very important throughout the country’s history and are still major knowledge centres today.
They are interesting for MICE planners as well: easily accessible by train, plane and bus, very compact
and walkable city centres, close enough to each other to make for a 2-in-1 trip and full of interesting
venues and sights. We were certainly curious to get a closer look.
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Left: lots of old townhouses are still standing in Leiden
Central: the amazing Leiden Stadsgehoorzaal
Right: the group of planners posing inside of Pieterskerk

W

hen Glenaki asked me whether or not I felt like
taking a weekend trip to Leiden and Delft –
tomorrow morning no less – I didn’t really know what
to expect. Because of some very late cancellations –
bad, bad planners – I got the unexpected last-minute
chance to discover two Dutch cities I had never been to
before.
Both are cosy towns of provincial size, Leiden being
the slightly bigger one. Both of them are home to
important educational and scientific institutes. Both
also come with a very picturesque old town, full of
historical facades, little canals lined with bikes and
flower pots and lots of bars and restaurants to enjoy.
Interesting places to discover for sure, and since I
certainly had nothing better to do, I decided to swiftly
pack my bag and camera and take off. The best
decisions are always made on the fly.

Holland’s finest university town
Leiden is surprisingly pretty. The city is very walkable,
and seems designed for bicycles. They are all over
the well preserved old town, and lots of little bridges
take them from one end of the water to the other. It
has cobbled streets, cosy little squares, lots of nice
architecture and no less than 35 hidden public gardens
that can only be reached by venturing in the tiniest of
alleyways. The masses of students moving in every
year grant the city a young and lively atmosphere, but
its history runs deep. This is where Rembrandt learned
how to paint and where the first tulips were cultivated.
It also sports the oldest University in the country.
Leiden is very accessible. It’s just 15 minutes by car
from Schiphol Airport – which means you’ll get to
Leiden faster than to the centre of Amsterdam – and
by train from Antwerp, the trip took us about 1 hour
and 45 minutes (taking the Thalys will get you there in
75 minutes). Leiden is home to the largest bioscience

cluster in Europe – which, together with the university,
makes it very popular for scientific congresses. These
can host up to 2,000 delegates comfortably. 3,000
rooms are available in and around the city, and all of
its 13 museums can host events. Looking for some
seaside fun instead? The North Sea coast is just 12 km
away. No beaches for us though, we would venture into
the old town and take in some of its finest sights and
activities.
Historic treasures fit for events
First stop of the day was the so called Stadsgehoorzaal
– one of the city’s main concert sites. Smack in the
city centre, the building was constructed in the 19th
century in Neo-Renaissance style. Today it serves
as a music, conference and party venue. Various
multifunctional rooms can be booked, including the
original main hall (838 seats), and both a modern (349)
and a classic (250) side hall. It’s suitable for events
of up to 2000 people standing. A beautiful, versatile

venue for sure.
www.leidseschouwburg-stadsgehoorzaal.nl
After visiting the workshop where Rembrandt took
his first painting lessons, we visited the impressive
Pieterskerk: the main reference spot in the city’s
skyline. This 900 year old building does not function
as a church anymore, but was converted into a major
event venue. Both the nave and the choir section are
available for bookings, which allows for a maximum of
950 dinner or more than 2000 party guests. The 17th
century churchwarden’s rooms can be used for more
private dinners, and the café, the wine cellar and the
Villa Rameau (for overnight stays) can be booked as
well. If you’re looking for a huge venue with character,
this is your pick. www.pieterskerk.com
There’s a second church for rent as well. The
Hooglandse Kerk can be found a bit farther away.
It’s still consecrated and in use for the Sunday mass,

The group in front of the famous St. Basil’s Cathedral.

Holiday Inn and ECC Leiden
Holiday in is a 4-star deluxe hotel with 200 rooms and 14
multifunctional meeting rooms.
It’s in the same building as Event and Convention Centre
Leiden, which has 2,700m2 of event space. It has a Garden
restaurant and a cosy Ocean Bar and comes with 400 parking
spots.

Top: more images of Pieterskerk
Bottom: one of many beautiful street views in Leiden

www.hileiden.com
www.eccleiden.com

Next page: More streetviews, some pictures of ECC Leiden’s
meeting facilities and the dining area of Restaurant De
Waag.

but can be booked for events throughout the week.
Because of its huge stained glass windows, it is very
well lit – which gives it a different atmosphere from the
Pieterskerk. We were treated to an interesting social
media workshop by Gerdie Schreuders here, although
I believe most of the other guests could do with a way
more basic introduction to the wonderful world of
Instagram and the likes. “What is a hashtag and what
do you use it for?”, for example. Contact me if you need
an answer. #hashtagsarehard.
www.hooglandsekerk.com
After meeting all of the partners at a welcome drink in
Grand Café De Burcht – a great venue for receptions,
with an outside terrace right next to the city’s little
citadel – we took off for dinner at Restaurant De Klok:
a nice but classic venue. If you’re looking for something
more contemporary or edgy, we would recommend De
Waag: a very well decorated place divided into two big

rooms more suitable for larger groups.
www.grandcafedeburcht.nl,
www.restaurantdeklok.nl, www.waagleiden.nl
A trip through the human body – and the canals
Next morning after a tasty breakfast at our Holiday
Inn, we would visit the strangest of the venues we’d
see on the trip. CORPUS: ‘Journey through the Human
Body’ is exactly what it tells you it is in the name. This
attraction – unique worldwide – lets you see, feel and
hear how the human body works, by literally walking
you through it. You get to venture into a giant human
heart, brain, mouth and even digestive system.
Situated in the same building is the spacious CORPUS
Congress Centre. Its modular conference hall can be
divided into separate rooms and can accommodate
540 delegates. It comes with a beautiful 500m2 lounge
with a terrace, and with a penthouse floor on top.

Above: inside the human mouth at Corpus
Next page:: The Corpus meeting facilities and some pictures of our
boat ride through the Leiden canals

Another great and surprising venue to add to the list.
www.corpusexperience.nl
Before going to Delft, we had one more stop to make,
and we would get there in style. A river boat took us
all the way back from the small dock at CORPUS to the
historic city centre. Some of the bridges we needed to
pass were so low the roof had to be adjusted. This boat
trip is the absolute best way to see the city.
Just before noon we arrived at Hortus Botanicus:
the oldest botanical garden in the Netherlands. The
gardens are located around the old Planetarium (now
the Faculty of Law) and offer various options for
events both outdoors or inside. There are big tropical
greenhouses to discover (used for important botanical
research), it has a beautiful orangerie for receptions
and parties and one of the greenhouses can be used for
meetings. www.hortusleiden.nl

Vermeer, Delft Blue and innovation
Delft lies just a 30 minute drive away from Leiden –
and is thus 30 minutes closer to the Belgian Border.
It’s a slightly smaller city with a very compact centre.
It’s still full of canals and tree-lined squares, and
percentagewise it has an even higher number of
students compared to the general population. While we
were there, there was a Jazz festival going on, so the
city was out in full force.
Delft has its own famous painter. This is the city of
Johannes Vermeer and his girl with the pearl earring.
It is also the city of porcelain. The famous Delft Blue
started being manufactured here over 400 years
ago, and became one of the more renowned Dutch
export products. Delft is also the place where the first
microscope was invented. Innovation is not a strange
concept here. Delft is as much of a knowledge centre as
Leiden is. It is home to the best Technical University in
the country, and comes with several interesting event
venues: both in modern and historic locations.

Above: fun at Royal Delft
Next page: the meeting facilities of Prinsenhof Delft

Our first visit was probably the most famous one. Royal
Delft is the last remaining earthenware factory from
the 17th century. It’s the only place where Delft Blue
porcelain is still painted and made by hand according
to tradition. A tour here allows you to discover how the
plates and vases are painstakingly made. In one of the
rooms, you’ll find a life-sized replica of Rembrandt’s
Night Watch, all in painted blue tiles. We don’t want to
imagine how long this took the artist to finish.

of Orange. The collection is worth seeing, but the true
gem for event organisers are the halls you can use.
One of the courtyards was covered with a huge glass
roof and acoustic panels, and is now ideal for receiving
groups of up to 400 people for a variety of functions.
Next door is a smaller chapel, perfect for cocktail
parties or receptions. This is another example of how
to modernise old buildings without destroying their
original feel. www.prinsenhof-delft.nl

The venue can be booked for smaller meetings and
dinners of up to 80 people. A fun activity to do here is
a workshop where you can paint your own tiles. I’ve
yet to see another group of buyers being this quiet and
concentrated. Painting tiles is serious business.
www.royaldelft.com

Later that evening, a horse tram took us from our
Westcord hotel back to the city centre. Getting a big
coach like this through the narrow little streets took
some skills, but proved to be no problem for our faithful
carriage drivers. Dinner was served at Restaurant
Kruydt: an absolute top venue with a beautiful interior
and a separate room with a huge wooden table for
private dinners. The food was great. Book this place if
you want to eat well and in style. www.kruydt.nl

Next stop was Museum Prinsenhof Delft. This nice
building complex was once the court of Prince William

Because I had already taken on another assignment
before getting invited on this trip, I had to leave the
group the next morning. This sadly made me miss the
tour through the city centre and another botanical
garden. I also did not see one last, important meeting
venue. I’ll still give you its specifications, so you can
take a look by yourself.
Science Centre Delft used to be the Faculty of Mining
Engineering. Now it serves as a place where young and
old can discover the world of science and technology.
It also comes with a number of available rooms for
events.
The Mekel Rooms are packed with references to the
building’s mining past and can accommodate groups of

up to 250 people. The new Vening Meinesz room was
beautifully restored and is perfect for meetings.
www.tudelft.nl/scd/business/
Our trip was organised by Glenaki, Leiden Convention
Bureau and Delft Convention Bureau. For more info
on the destinations or the venues, click one of the
following links.
www.glenaki.be
www.delftconventionbureau.com
www.leidenconventionbureau.nl

Publshed on www.bbtonline.eu in October 2018.
Like our reports? Like our Facebook page as well!

Westcord Hotel Delft
This contemporary furnished 4-star hotel comes
with 116 rooms, 17 long stay apartments and 9
meeting rooms of various sizes.
It has its own restaurant and bar, ample parking and sports a Sauna, a Solarium and a fitness
room as well.
www.westcordhotels.nl

As you can see on this page, Delft and Leiden are photogenic destinations, with a lot of varied things to do and see.

